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Prank Postcards
'bubbles over with imaginative ideas for primary, secondary and
other drama teachers.' - Teaching Drama Magazine, Spring 2013.
'..this book cheered me up. Buy it and smile. There will be a lot of
laughter in your classroom.' - Drama Magazine, Spring 2013. This
sequel to the best-selling 101 Drama Games and Activities contains
all-new inspirational and engaging games and exercises suitable for
children, young people and adults. The activities can be used in
teaching drama lessons and workshops as well as during rehearsal
and devising periods. The book includes lively and fun warm-up
games, as well as activities to develop concentration, focus and
team building. The drama strategies can be used as creative tools to
explore themes and characters. There are dozens of ideas for
developing improvisation (which can be extended over several
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sessions). There are many new activities for exploring storytelling
skills as well as mime and movement.

Underwater Dogs
Cat lovers will laugh out loud at the quirkiness of their feline
friends with these insightful and curious poems from the singular
minds of housecats. In this hilarious book of tongue-in-cheek
poetry, the author of the internationally syndicated comic strip Sally
Forth helps cats unlock their creative potential and explain their odd
behavior to ignorant humans. With titles like "Who Is That on Your
Lap?," "This Is My Chair," "Kneel Before Me," "Nudge," and
"Some of My Best Friends Are Dogs," the poems collected in I
Could Pee on This perfectly capture the inner workings of the cat
psyche. With photos of the cat authors throughout, this whimsical
volume reveals kitties at their wackiest, and most exasperating (but
always lovable).

The Book About Nothing
Published to benefit the SPCA, a lighthearted treasury by the
creators of the Hot Guys and Baby Animals Wall Calendar features
photographs of attractive, often shirtless male models with adorable
baby animals and is complemented by tongue-in-cheek captions
about their likes and dislikes.

The End Is Just the Beginning
From the folks who brought us the bestselling Awkward Family
Photos series comes a tribute to those awkward early years of life.
Our first few years are the most photographed time of our lives. Our
parents document every milestone and then feel compelled to share
these photos with the world. The only problem is, we haven't
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developed our motor skills and can't control our faces, or any other
parts of our body for that matter. This, of course, leads to some of
the most hilarious and unexpected family pictures. From our first
post-delivery scowl, to our first throw-up, and yes, even to our first
bikini--Born to Be Awkward is a celebration of what is literally the
most uncomfortable stage of life.

Awkward Family Photos
With twenty-five new photographs for the eBook edition, the New
York Times bestseller is now more awkward than ever Based on the
hit website, AwkwardFamilyPhotos.com (“painful, regrettable,
horrifyingly awesome snaps of family bonding, you will laugh so
hard that people in adjoining offices will ask what’s wrong with
you”—Esquire), this full color book features never-before-seen
photos and hilarious personal stories covering everything from
uncomfortable moments with relatives, teen angst, sibling rivalry,
and family vacations from hell. Cringe at the forced poses, bad hair,
and matching outfits--all prompting us to look at our own families
and celebrate the fact that we're not alone. Nothing says awkward
better than an uncomfortable family photograph!

SOUL
New York Times bestselling author and photographer Seth Casteel's
follow-up to the phenomenal Underwater Dogs -- now with
puppies. The world fell in love with swimming canines in Seth
Casteel's first book, Underwater Dogs. Now, in more than 80
previously unpublished portraits of underwater puppies, we see
man's best friends at their most playful and exuberant. Each vibrant
and colorful underwater image shows off the wild and sublime
range of emotions of puppies, cute and irresistible to the very last.
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Saltwater Sillies
The popular actress and animal welfare advocate offers personal
stories of the zoo animals she has known and loved through the
years, including Gita the elephant and Kelly, a silverback gorilla.

Betty & Friends
From the people who brought you Awkward Family Photos and
Prank Packs come 35 wildly funny prank postcards that you never
knew you needed. Confuse and amuse friends and family with these
absurd-yet-realistic advertisements, announcements, and holiday
cards. A postcard for almost any occasion--from baby showers to
retirement parties--they'll make your loved ones scratch their head
before exploding with laughter. Just add a stamp to send them,
display them proudly in your home, or sneak them onto someone's
wall for a guaranteed grin. These prank postcards are so silly they're
hilarious.

Adventures with Adoptable Dogs
Meet Kevin. Kevin's just a regular hamster in a familiar quarter-life
crisis. He's got his own hamster-sized home, hamster-sized
furniture, and the soul-crushing societal expectation to do adulthood
right. That means enduring the grind of work responsibilities, an
aching body, and mounting pressure from his parents to start a
family, amongst other things. Will Kevin make it? Asking for a
friend. Goodbye Salad Days tells Kevin's story in 25 scenarios with
short captions and full-colour photographs in handmade dioramas.
Both adorable and painfully relatable, this book is sure to hit a soft
spot in any reader trying to make the best of growing up.

Real Life Family Photography
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A Family Tail is a mix of stories that line the path of a young man
who is determined to find his own way in life by his own hand and
not accept the rewards of other people's hard work. Billy Kay leaves
what others might see as a comfortable life filled with wealth and
family, but to Billy, it is a family made contemptible by the
introduction of a stepfather. Billy's search for a place and life on his
own terms leads him to seek after gold and the power that it brings,
only to find that the true treasures of life are not dug out of the
ground, but gathered around in the form of family and friends.

The Photographer's Guide to Posing
Sorry I Pooped in Your Shoe (and Other
Heartwarming Letters from Doggie)
Whoever coined the phrase "A picture is worth a thousand words"
clearly has not stumbled upon the Cheezburger Network's
ThereIFixedIt.com. Here, a picture is worth countless inaudible
gasps, and we're guessing more than a few quiet stares of disbelief.
There, I Fixed It (No, You Didn't) celebrates the kludge (a quickand-dirty, clumsy, or inelegant-yet-effective solution to a problem,
typically using parts that are cobbled together) in its many
incarnations as presented on the popular Web site
ThereIFixedIt.com. The book features over 200 full-color images of
daily kludge winners, along with the signature witty commentary
that characterizes typical reactions to the hilarious DIY disasters
and work-arounds. If you're still unsure as to what qualifies, we
think the minivan held together by duct tape leaves little room for
confusion. After all, in that guy's defense, multiple rolls of carefully
affixed duct tape are certainly cheaper than a new coat of paint (just
try to avoid puddles and rain). Certain to generate bellyacheinducing revelry, There, I Fixed It (No, You Didn't) may even
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inspire you to fashion your very own kludge. Please note that we
give extra points to those brave enough to merge an open flame
with a propane gas tank and electrical wire. Bonus points if you can
then make the item travel on wheels at speeds greater than 50 miles
per hour. So, home enthusiasts, would-be inventors, and all who
miserably failed engineering, kludge away with the Cheezburger
Network's There, I Fixed It (No, You Didn't).

I Could Pee on This
Charlie Keefe is a world famous dog painter. Unfortunately,
Charlie's belove muse, Pete, his fun-loving Jack Russell terrier, has
just died and he's totally devastated by the loss of his furry best
friend. After months of grieving, Charlie reluctantly agrees to foster
a new puppy from the local shelter, a cute King Charles Cavalier
named Brownie. Charlie falls head over heels for this new puppy as
well as being attracted to Janelle Jordan, the head hound at the dog
rescue. Complications arise when the ghost of Pete appears one
night to haunt him and Brownie setting off a bizarre chain of events
that throws Charlie's life, career and entire belief system into chaos.

Everything Is Awkward
From the authors of the New York Times bestsellers Awkward
Family Photos and Awkward Family Pet Photos comes a
celebration of those special times throughout the year when our
families embarrass us the most . . . the holidays. Holidays. They’re
those momentous occasions when we gather with family to eat,
drink, celebrate, and, of course, pose for photographs. From Mom’s
homemade Halloween costumes to re-creating a Nativity scene for
the Christmas card to that overly patriotic uncle who literally wears
the flag on the Fourth, holidays make for humiliating memories that
we carry in our hearts for years to come. Whether your family loves
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Valentine’s Day, St. Patrick’s Day, Easter, July Fourth, Halloween,
Thanksgiving, Christmas, or Hanukkah, this book pays homage to
all of the holidays’ most uncomfortable moments.

Awkward Family Pet Photos
A hilariously perceptive and hugely addictive look at an alien world
not unlike our own, based on the phenomenally popular Instagram
comic From the mind of New York Times-bestselling author
Nathan W. Pyle comes an adorable and profound universe in pink,
blue, green, and purple. Since launching on Instagram in Feb 2019,
Strange Planet has become a viral sensation - and this book, based
on the side-splitting Instagram comic - covers a full life cycle of the
alien planet's inhabitants, including milestones such as: The
Emergence Day Being Gains a Sibling The Being Family Attains a
Beast The Formal Education of a Being Celebration of Special Days
Being Begins a Vocation The Beings at Home Health Status of a
Being The Hobbies of a Being The Extended Family of the Being
The Being Reflects on Life While Watching the Planet Rotate With
dozens of never-before-seen illustrations in addition to old
favorites, Strange Planet offers a sweet and hilarious look at a
distant world not all that unlike our own.

American Portraits, 1979-1989
Four dissimilar women in 1920s England leave their rainy, grey
environments to go on holiday in Italy. Mrs Arbuthnot and Mrs
Wilkins, who belong to the same ladies' club but have never spoken,
become acquainted after reading a newspaper advertisement for a
small medieval castle on the Mediterranean to be let furnished for
April. They find some common ground in that both are struggling to
make the best of unhappy marriages. They also reluctantly take on
the waspish, elderly Mrs Fisher and the stunning but aloof Lady
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Caroline Dester to defray expenses. The very genuine and open
Lottie Wilkins, often muddled and awkward in her speech, has been
married only a few years, but she and her husband are rubbing each
other the wrong way

A Family Tail
A unique gift and engaging resource for dog lovers of all types!
Advocates for pet adoption--along with those who have already
adopted a pet or are considering fostering one--are always interested
in finding the best ways to gain positive exposure for the animals in
their care in the most efficient, positive, and cost-effective way
possible. By making engaging and thoughtful online posts, social
media can provide this exposure for free! Featuring fun photos and
descriptions of several silly, skeptical, sweet, and sometimes
brilliant dogs encountered at various shelters, Adventures with
Adoptable Dogs is a useful social-media resource and playful gift
book that will touch the heart and tickle the funny bone of dog
lovers of all kinds.

Dog Shaming
Celebrating Magnum's photographic excellence in this captivating
book, readers will travel around the globe with the world's finest
photographers through 365 images. Featuring new and iconic
images, this follow-up to Prestel's highly successful A Year in
Photography: Magnum Archive includes some of the most striking
photography ever collected in one volume. As readers flip the pages
they will find themselves traveling from west to east across the
globe. Each country is represented in three or four images captured
by a single photographer. While renowned figures such as Robert
Capa, Bruce Davidson, and Martin Parr are included, readers will
also find younger photographers such as Olivia Arthur, Alessandra
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Sanguinetti, and Mikhael Subotzky, all of whom present dazzling
new views of our changing world. Shining a light on the human
condition in every corner of the globe, this compilation exemplifies
Magnum founder Henry Cartier-Bresson's vision of "a community
of thought, a shared human quality, a curiosity about what is going
on in the world, a respect for what is going on and a desire to
transcribe it visually."

Hot Guys and Baby Animals
As a National Geographic photographer, Vince Musi Travelled the
world to photograph lions, tigers, and bears. All that changed when
his son turned sixteen - he decided to try something different; to
spend some quality time at home and open a hometown studio to
photograph dogs. The result is The year of the dog; over 100 one-ofa-kind dogs from Musi's year in the studio matched with witty
'dogographies' gleaned from his time spent with each sublect.

Nigel's Choice
Inside Sorry I Pooped in Your Shoe, writer and comedian Jeremy
Greenberg presents a collection of 50 laugh-out-loud letters and
accompanying full-color photographs that explain Fido's love of
funky smells, why a ball needs to be thrown again, and practically
every other lovably loony canine characteristic. From an
impassioned plea to stop the silly nicknames, to an attempt to skip a
bath, to explanations for stolen shoes and swiped sandwiches, Sorry
I Pooped in Your Shoe offers a pooch's perspective on common
canine vs. human cohabitation conundrums. Sorry I Pooped in Your
Shoe is the perfect gift for dog lovers and anyone who appreciates
hilarious (and so true!) insights into dog--and human--nature.

Awkward Family Photos
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An ocean-themed joke book for kids that also contains fun facts and
caricatures to color in.

Grammar Advantage
Adult Coloring just got Awkwarder!The official Awkward Family
Photos adult coloring book is finally here for anyone with a colorful
family oh, and that's everyone. The official Awkward Family
Photos adult coloring book is for anyone with a colorful family oh,
and that's everyone. Inspired by the real photos from the hit website,
AwkwardFamilyPhotos.com, and packed with 53 original artwork,
single sided coloring pages (including uniquely awkward mandala
designs), get ready to break out your coloring pencils and have a
good laugh! Presented by AwkwardFamilyPhotos.com.

There I Fixed It!
When photographing people, you can have a great composition,
perfect light, and the right camera settings, but if your subject
doesn’t look right—if the pose is off—the shot will not be a keeper.
Posing is truly a crucial skill that photographers need to have in
order to create great photographs. If you’re looking to improve
your ability to pose your subjects—whether they’re men, women,
couples, or groups—best-selling author and photographer Lindsay
Adler’s The Photographer’s Guide to Posing: Techniques to Flatter
Everyone is the perfect resource for you. In the first half of The
Photographer’s Guide to Posing, Lindsay discusses how the camera
sees, and thus how camera angle, lens choice, and perspective all
affect the appearance of your subject. Lindsay then covers things
that ruin a pose—such as placement of the hands, and your subject’s
expression and posture. Next, Lindsay dives into “posing
essentials,” outlining her approach to start with a “base pose,” then
build on that to create endless posing opportunities. She also
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discusses posing the face—with specific sections dedicated to the
chin, jaw, eyes, and forehead—as well as posing hands. In the second
half of the book, Lindsay dedicates entire chapters to posing
specific subject matter: women, men, couples, curvy women,
families and small groups, and large groups. In each chapter,
Lindsay addresses that subject matter’s specific challenges,
provides “go-to poses” you can always use, and covers how to train
the eye to determine the best pose for your subject(s). Lindsay also
teaches you how to analyze a pose so that you can create endless
posing opportunities and continuously improve your work.

Goodbye Salad Days
"The stylist's genius is in making a space look inviting, personal,
and unique. She often does this in just minutes, meaning that a
small investment pays off with big rewards. Emily Henderson now
draws the curtain on the interior stylist's secrets. This playful yet
practical book features 1,000 highly visual, highly enviable,
eminently doable ideas-more than any other decor book on the
market. First up, Emily walks readers through her Stylist's Toolkit,
which helps them discover their signature styles, talk like a stylist,
and learn the styling process in 10 easy steps. Then, Emily takes us
inside 25 homes, grouped into rooms and themes for the reader,
revealing how to get your place ready for its close-up-and your longterm happiness-without it looking contrived. With advice on mixing
patterns, visually balancing a space, and scoring great deals on
furniture and accents, this is an irresistible inspiration resource for
the interior decor enthusiast, as well as anyone looking for help
styling a home."

Styled
Fans of The Book with No Pictures and A Perfectly Messed-Up
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Story will enjoy this innovative and wildly funny read-aloud from
the adult humor bestselling authors of Awkward Family Photos and
T-Rex Trying. This book has nothing to do with rainbows, rocket
ships, meatballs, or wizards. Instead, it’s full of zip, zilch, diddlysquat, bupkus. But don’t worry, reading this book isn’t all for
nothing, because sometimes nothing is actually something. Like if
you pick up all the toys in your room, what will be on the floor?
NOTHING. When you take a bath, what are you wearing?
NOTHING. And when you shut the lights off to go to bed, what do
you see? NOTHING. Mike Bender and Hugh Murphy stop at
nothing to explore the key concepts of nothing and zero using
playful language and hilarious illustrations.

Magnum Atlas
Our dogs are our best friends. They are always happy to see us.
They comfort us in our times of need. They also eat our shoes, stain
our carpets, and embarrass us in front of our guests. Based on the
runaway web phenomenon, Dog Shaming features hilarious and
adorable photos of petulant pups accompanied by notes detailing
their misdeeds: waking sleeping babies, eating vomit, chasing
postmen, unplugging alarm clocks, peeing on stuff, etc. So share in
the shaming and laugh through your frustration as Dog Shaming
reminds us that unconditional love goes both ways.

The Year of the Dogs
James Beard Award-nominated Chef Todd Richards shares his
personal culinary exploration of soul food. Black American chefs
and cooks are often typecast as the experts of only one cuisineÑsoul
food, but Todd RichardsÕ food is anything but stereotypical. Taste
his Hot-Chicken-Style Country-Fried Lamb Steak or BlueberrySweet Tea-Brined Chicken Thighs as evidence. While his dishes are
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rooted in family and the American cuisine known as soul food, he
doesnÕt let his heritage restrain him. The message of Soul is that
cooks can honor tradition yet be liberated to explore. Todd Richards
celebrates the restorative wonders of a classic pot of Collard Greens
with Ham Hocks, yet doesnÕt shy away from building upon that
foundational recipe with his Collard Green Ramen, a
reinterpretation that incorporates far-flung flavors of cultural
influences and exemplifies culinary evolution. Page after page, in
more than 150 recipes and stunning photos, Todd shares his
creativity and passion to highlight what soul food can be for a new
generation of cooks. Whether youÕre new to Southern and soul
food or call the South your home, Soul will encourage you to not
only step outside of the box, but to boldly walk away from it. The
chapters in Soul are organized by featured ingredients: Collards,
Onions, Berries, Lamb, Seafood, Corn, Tomatoes, Melons, Stone
Fruit, Eggs and Poultry, Pork and Beef, Beans and Rice, and Roots.
Each one begins with a traditional recipe and progresses alongside
RichardsÕ exploration of flavor combinations and techniques.

Underwater Puppies
Did I screw up? How do I achieve work-life balance? Am I eating
too much cheese? Do I have too many plants? Through artful charts
and funny, insightful questions, Michelle Rial delivers a playful
take on the little dilemmas that loom large in the mind of every
adult. Building on her popular Instagram account, Am I
Overthinking This? brings whimsical charm to topics big and small,
and offers solidarity for the stressed, answers for the confused, and
a good laugh for all.

Wreck the Halls
There are few things more rewarding than having a pet. They love
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us unconditionally, shower us with attention, and actually help us
live longer. So, what can possibly be awkward about our animal
BFFs? Well . . . nothing. In fact, we're the awkward ones. We adore
our pets but let's face it - sometimes L-O-V-E makes us go a little
overboard. Like giving them middle names, throwing them
elaborate birthday parties, and making them a Christmas jumper to
match with the rest of the family. Truth is, what they cherish most is
our companionship. And maybe that's the reason we care about
them so much - because for such simple pleasures, they allow us to
be as awkward as we want.

THE ENCHANTED APRIL
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The untold
stories behind The Office, one of the most iconic television shows
of the twenty-first century, told by its creators, writers, and actors
When did you last hang out with Jim, Pam, Dwight, Michael, and
the rest of Dunder Mifflin? It might have been back in 2013, when
the series finale aired . . . or it might have been last night, when you
watched three episodes in a row. But either way, long after the show
first aired, it’s more popular than ever, and fans have only one
problem—what to watch, or read, next. Fortunately, Rolling Stone
writer Andy Greene has that answer. In his brand-new oral history,
The Office: The Untold Story of the Greatest Sitcom of the 2000s,
Greene will take readers behind the scenes of their favorite
moments and characters. Greene gives us the true inside story
behind the entire show, from its origins on the BBC through its
impressive nine-season run in America, with in-depth research and
exclusive interviews. Fans will get the inside scoop on key episodes
from "The Dundies" to "Threat Level Midnight" and "Goodbye,
Michael," including behind-the-scenes details like the battle to keep
it on the air when NBC wanted to pull the plug after just six
episodes and the failed attempt to bring in James Gandolfini as the
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new boss after Steve Carell left, spotlighting the incredible, genreredefining show created by the family-like team, who together took
a quirky British import with dicey prospects and turned it into a
primetime giant with true historical and cultural significance.
Hilarious, heartwarming, and revelatory, The Office gives fans and
pop culture buffs a front-row seat to the phenomenal sequence of
events that launched The Office into wild popularity, changing the
face of television and how we all see our office lives for decades to
come.

101 More Drama Games and Activities
If someone hangs a stop sign upside down or paints crooked lines
on a highway, count on someone else to snap a photo and post it
online. You Had One Job! is a collection of hilarious pictures
features job-related disasters and general ineptitudes. All of these
new, never-before-seen images will be accompanied by witty
captions.

Am I Overthinking This?
A course text and self-study tool for advanced learners of English
for academic purposes.

Strange Planet
This book is the true story of Nancy Yoshida and her 2009 Iditarod
Race. It begins before the race and concludes after the race. It is
told by Nigel, one of her dogs, who made a choice that changed the
outcome of the race for not only Nancy but the entire team. For
Intermediate to Middle School-age readers.

The Office
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Bird Law
Here's another Activity Book for all you Bitches! Buy this shit now
so you can stop being bored as hell.Featuring 100 Adult Activities
Such As: Word Searches, Dot-to-Dot, Mazes, Fallen Phrases, Math
Logic, Spot the Difference, Word Tiles, Word Scramble,
Cryptogram, Sudoku, Draw the Squares, Hidden Image and Games
to Play with a friend.**Contains Inappropriate Language**

You Had One Job!
By concentrating on the most important people to you, this book
reveals the secrets of evocative, revelaing people photographywithout sending you to college. Discover how to get baby pictures
that you'll treasure for decades, capture evocative moments in your
children's lives, get everyone together for beautiful modern family
shots-and, of course, we wouldn't forget memorable portraits of our
four-legged buddies! Amy Drucker shares the secrets of
professional portrait photography in this bright, hands-on guide:
you'll soon be building a personal portfolio that'll be the envy of
your friends.

F*ck I'm Bored! #2 Activity Book for Adults
The end of one thing is just the beginning of something new in this
innovative picture book--and in life! Starting a book at the end may
seem confusing. But prepare to have your mind blown, because the
end isn't really the end--it's just the beginning of something new!
We all face difficult endings--it's an inescapable fact of life. Now
Mike Bender offers a comforting and inspiring message about new
beginnings. Accompanied by Diana Mayo's beautiful and gentle
illustraions, this story is perfect for read-alouds and graduations and
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will make a wonderful gift for all ages.

Awkward Family Holiday Photos
"From the authors of the bestselling Awkward Family Photos."

It's Just a Dog
Award-winning blogger Jen Yates has focused on confectionery
calamities at her popular Web site www.cakewrecks.blogspot.com
since May 2008, while her debut book, Cake Wrecks: When
Professional Cakes Go Hilariously Wrong, quickly climbed the
charts to become a New York Times best-seller within weeks of its
release. Now, Yates is back with Wreck the Halls, a fresh mix of
fan favorites and plenty of never-before-seen holiday wreckage.
From thankless Thanksgiving turkeys and confusing Christmas
conundrums, to less-than-happy Hanukkah horrors and New Year's
meltdowns, Wreck the Halls has an icing-smeared disaster for every
occasion. With additional chapters on Black Friday, family
communication, and navigating the murky waters of politically
correct cake greetings ("Winter!"), Wreck the Halls combines
Yates's signature blend of wit and sarcasm with the most hilarious
frosting fails this side of winter solstice. Find sweet relief from the
holiday madness (not to mention plenty of laughs) with Wreck the
Halls.

Born to Be Awkward
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